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25 November 1915

Prussian Academy of Sciences
Albert Einstein, age 36, a ciLzen of Switzerland, a subject of the Kingdom of Prussia,
and quite a dandy, unveils a consistent set of gravitaLonal ﬁeld equaLons…
(… but only aeer a race against Lme with David Hilbert)

The Lemaître Family and the Birth of Georges, 1894
Charleroi. The ancestry of Georges can be traced through ﬁve
generaLons: a great great grandfather Clément enlisted in
Napoléon’s army and fought at Waterloo. The family was strongly
patrioLc.
His parents married on 30 August 1893. Georges was born on 17
July 1894, the ﬁrst of four sons.
Georges’ father started a glassworks and conducted experiments
on the industrial producLon of glass. Young Georges was familiar
with ﬁery furnaces where decoraLve glasswork was created.
In 1910 ﬁre reduced the factory to a heap of ashes.
They moved to Brussels, where father secured a well-paid
posiLon with Société Générale

EducaLon
1904-10. Age 10-16. Enrolled at a grammar school (LaLn and Greek) run by Jesuits.
Makes his mark as an excepLonal pupil of mathemaLcs, physics and chemistry.
1910-14. Studies civil engineering at the Catholic University of Louvain.

The Western Front 1914-18
9 August 1914. He and his brother
Jacques enlist.
Georges served on the front line of the
BaBle of the Yser 23 – 30 October 1914.
The curious case of the error that
Lemaître spoBed in a military manual

Western Front 1918

Aeer four years in the trenches, Georges is acLvely engaged when the
Belgian army breaks out of the Yser Salient in October 1918.

1919 Awarded Croix de Guerre, with Bronze Palm, for
conspicuous bravey in the face of the enemy

The road to general relaLvity, 1919–20

21 January 1919. While sLll in military uniform, Lemaître starts his doctoral course at Louvain.
1919-20. Courses on general relaLvity, organised by Maurice Alliaume (1882-1931), who was
responsible for introducing the ideas of GR to a wider public in Belgium.
1920. Doctorate in physics and mathemaLcs; a licence to teach in Belgium

Seminarian, 1920–23
October 1920. Enters a seminary of the Archdiocese of Malines
(Mechelen) specialising in “late vocaLons” for veterans.
Establishes a strong intellectual bond with Cardinal Désiré-Joseph
Mercier (1851-1926). The laBer had strongly resisted the German
occupaLon, and was a noted scholar of the theological works of
St Thomas Aquinas (1225-74).

The Nature of the Universe at the dawn of the 20th century
Astrophysics was in its infancy. So was astrophotography.
Mainstream view was that the white nebulae are members of
the Milky Way
Cosmology did not exist; no extragalactic distance scale
In London professional astronomy was still dominated by the
needs of navigation and time keeping, as well as star
positions and stellar motion

RelaLvity, 1920–22
Seminarian Lemaître kept up with the latest
developments in relaLvity. From 1920 the
number of papers and books on relaLvity
published in Europe expanded.
Lemaître studied Eddington’s Mathema'cal
Theory of Rela'vity (1923) as well as Space,
Time and Gravita'on in translaLon (1921)

During 1921-22 he prepared a personal memoir
on the Einstein’s physics, which he submiBed
for a major travel bursary from the Ministry of
Sciences and Arts.

A most accomplished relaLvist, 1923
The prize jury awarded Lemaître 8000
Belgian francs for travel.
In 1923 Lemaître successfully applied for a
three-year overseas Fellowship from the
Commission for the Relief of Belgium.

Dominique Lambert (2000) comments:
In addiLon to all the courses of the
seminary, Lemaître deeply assimilated
in record Lme, less than three years,
the most fundamental aspects of
relaLvity. In addiLon, he became
adequately prepared to meet one of the
few who …. managed to summarise
relaLvity in a rigorous and concise
manner: Eddington

SoluLons of Einstein (1917), and de SiBer (1917)
Einstein: Had applied GR to the enLre
universe: staLc universe with a
cosmological constant (for stability).
Re-invents cosmology by doing so!

De SiBer: Had communicated soluLon
to Eddington for MNRAS: empty
universe, zero pressure, closed. Curious
property: light redshieed the larger the
distance between source and observer.
Einstein rejects this model “does not
correspond to physical reality.”

Einstein, Ehrenfest, Willem de SiBer,
Eddington and Lorentz. Leiden 1923

SoluLon of Friedman (1922)

Friedman (1882–1925):
Had complete mastery of GR by 1922. Produces a suite
of soluLons, including cyclical universes as well as
expanding universes. His paper in Zeits. für Physik
(1922) is mathemaLcs rather than physics. No
connecLon with observaLons. In popular book (1923,
Russian) elaborates on expanding models of the
universe.
Most puzzling thing about Friedman’s paper is that it
had no impact whatsoever on the development of
cosmology, even though the author was very clear
about the expansion of the universe. He died of typhus
in 1925.

Cambridge October 1923 – June 1924
Lemaître arrived in Cambridge on 3 October 1923, ten days
aeer ordinaLon.
He resided at St Edmund’s House, a residenLal community of
your Catholic priests from the archdiocese of Westminster.
Here he combined the religious life with nine months of
developing relaLvity under the guidance of Eddington.

1924 First paper on relaLvity: makes an original contribuLon

Phil. Mag. 48, July 1924 [ 164 ]
XIX. The Motion of a Rigid Solid according to the Relativity Principle.
By G. LEMAITRE, D. es Sc. ( Louvain) *
SINCE previous work on Lemaitre’s problem - intermediate between the special and general relativity theories - is
probably not very familiar to English readers, a brief introduction may be desirable. Simultaneity is relative: but relative
to what?
In the special theory it is relative to a uniformly moving particle, it being assumed that we have a means of fixing
constant orientation in space- or, to combine the two conditions, relative to a '' Galilean " frame of axes. To
materialise the Galilean frame, we must substitute a rigid solid.
This invites a generalization of the definition of simultaneity, so that we may consider simultaneity relative to a generally
moving solid. Lemaitre shows, in certain cases the resolution into space and time separately gives a three-dimensional
space which is curved.
* Communicated by Prof. A. S. Eddington, F.R.S.

Toronto, Canada summer 1924

6 – 13 August. Lemaître and Eddington parLcipate in
the BriLsh AssociaLon for the Advancement of
Science meeLng in Toronto. Eddington gave an
acclaimed public lecture on relaLvity and the bending
of starlight.
Lemaître learns from Ludwig Silberstein (18742–
1948; textbook author) more about how the
properLes of a de SiBer universe (1917, no maBer,
staLc) can be related to astronomical data such as
redshies. Within a year Lemaître will abandon staLc
soluLons.
Lemaître visits Dominion Observatory, OBawa (1902–
70). For conversaLons with former astronomer of
Belgian Royal Observatory about Cepheids.

1924–25, Harvard College Observatory and MIT
In September 1924 Lemaître arrived at Harvard College
Observatory, thanks to his Fellowship. Worked on cepheids
under Harlow Shapley. He registered as a doctoral student
with MIT

23–24 April 1925. ABends 133rd
Conference Amer. Phys. Soc in
Washington. Reads paper on de SiBer’s
cosmology.
Spring 1925. ABends meeLng at Natl.
Acad. Sci. to hear Hubble’s presenLon on
Cepheids and distance to M31.

In May 1925 pays visit to Hubble
1920s, Hubble measures the distances to nearby
galaxies, using Slipher’s sample of objects with
redshies

Edwin Hubble 1889 –1954

And then goes to Lowell to meet Slipher

Vesto Slipher 1875 – 1969

Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Arizona. Dome and 24inch telescope

By 1923 the velocity sample was 41, 36 of which were from Slipher

1925-26 Louvain: Towards the ﬁreworks universe
8 July 1925, returns to teaching duLes at Louvain. He conLnues to work on
models of the universe.
His starLng points are:
For a staLc gravitaLonal ﬁeld with spherical symmetry on two soluLons exist:
there is no happy mean between de SiBer’s empty universe (which accounts for
redshies) and Einstein’s universe with maBer.
He searched for an intermediate model: a universe containing galaxies (Einstein)
and with redshies (de SiBer)

1925-26 Louvain: Towards the ﬁreworks universe
This required the bold step of allowing the radius of the universe (i.e. space) to
vary in an arbitrary way. Introduces a new metric for de SiBer space. This would
be adopted 20 years later (1948) by Bondi, Gold and Hoyle

A promising feature of the model was the introducLon of a posiLve
cosmological constant, seen as performing the role of “cosmic repulsion.”

1926–27. Back to MIT to study the new data

Lemaître returned to MIT for the academic year 1926–
27
Eddington had suggested to him looking for an
explanaLon of Slipher’s results by examining the
eﬀects of the curvature of space-Lme in a de SiBer
universe.
On return to Belgium he wished to take account of the
available data by using new cosmological soluLons.
And here is what happened next …

Lemaître’s 1927 paper!

Annales de la Société Scien'ﬁque de
Bruxelles 47A, pp. 49–59 (1927).

Lemaître has re-discovered and formalised
the Friedman models. For the ﬁrst Lme he
relates these to already-published data on
the expanding universe.

RecepLon of the 1927 paper was insigniﬁcant
Lemaître has discovered the fundamental connecLon between general relaLvity
and cosmology. He even managed to get a value for the Hubble constant.
The journal in which he published was not obscure

According to Jean-Pierre Luminet (2013) the barrier to acceptance
was rejecLon by Einstein (1927) and Hubble (1929), neither of
whom would accept a non-staLc model.

Solvay Conf 1927

Friday, 10 January 1930: Eddington backs Lemaître
At the Ordinary MeeLng Eddington and de SiBer discussed the recession velociLes of
galaxies.
Eddington: “Shall we put a liBle moLon into Einstein’s world of inert maBer, or shall we
put a liBle maBer into De SiBer’s Primum Mobile?”

Eddington and de SiRer
Cambridge 1930

From May 1930, Eddington and de SiBer enthusiasLcally promoted Lemaître. Eddington
published a translaLon of the 1927 paper in MNRAS. Curiously, the calculaLon of the
Hubble constant was missing: Lemaître, perhaps “fearing being hissed oﬀ the stage”
removed it in proof.

1931 The Primeval Atom, LeBers to Nature
Nature 127, 706 (9 May 1931)
The Beginning of the World from the Point of View of Quantum Theory.
G. LEMAÎTRE
SIR ARTHUR EDDINGTON states that, philosophically, the noLon of a beginning of the
present order of Nature is repugnant to him. I would rather be inclined to think that
the present state of quantum theory suggests a beginning of the world very diﬀerent
from the present order of Nature. Thermodynamical principles from the point of view
of quantum theory may be stated as follows : (1) Energy of constant total amount is
distributed in discrete quanta. (2) The number of disLnct quanta is ever increasing. If
we go back in the course of Lme we must ﬁnd fewer and fewer quanta, unLl we ﬁnd
all the energy of the universe packed in a few or even in a unique quantum.

September 1931: BriLsh AssociaLon for the Advancement of Science
Lemaître parLcipated in a discussion of the evoluLon of the
universe that took place in Central Hall Westminster as part of
the 100th Anniversary MeeLng of BAAS.

Sir James Jeans

J. Jeans, A. Eddington, W. de SiBer, and E. A. Milne engaged in
this, as well as the Bishop of Birmingham (Maths Tripos,
Cambridge).

Edward Arthur Milne

Lemaître made a strong pitch for the disintegraLon of a primeval
stom as the starLng point of the universe. From this Lme he
became an exoLc media celebrity, parLcularly in America, to
which he made many trips.

Father of the Fireworks Universe is Father Lemaître!

1933, Lemaître’s quantum cosmology – fossil radiaLon

Lemaître replaced the singularity of Lme zero by a single atom that contained all
maBer and energy.
At the Lme, radioacLve decay was a hot topic. So, the primeval atom could have
started disintegraLng, releasing energy.
He speculated there could be fossil relics. He suspected cosmic rays.
He suggested ; “… the cosmological constant λ … corresponds to a negaLve energy
of vacuum.” – dark energy!

Concluding remarks: Lemaître’s legacy
1948. Steady-state cosmology. Bondi, Gold, Hoyle
1948 Alpher & Herman; CMB T = 5 K
1949 Hoyle “a kind of Big Bang…”
1955 Gamow NBC/BBC broadcast: scoﬀs at Hoyle
1965 CMB discovered. Steady state doomed
1998 Dark Energy
21st century Cosmological constant

